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Supplementary Figure 3 . The 2D numerical modeling detail. a. Illustration of the geometry, boundary conditions and permeability structure of the numerical model. The model region is discretized as triangle mesh. Detachment fault 2 with permeability kdf2 and lithosphere with permeability kb (background permeability) are shown in green and gray, respectively. Top boundary is the seafloor along the profile AA' in Fig. 1b . The pressure boundary condition at top is set to hydrostatic pressure according to bathymetry. Temperature boundary condition at top is a mixed boundary condition, which is set to zero gradient when fluid flows outward and set to fixed value (2℃) when fluid flows inward. Heat source at bottom boundary is set to fixed temperature of 650℃ according to microearthquake data ( Fig. 1c ). Width of heat source is set to 2 km which is a similar to the Logitachev-1 model 2 . The temperature profile at bottom boundary is linearly decreasing from heat source (near detachment fault) to sides, which is similar to the numerical models by ref 3 and ref 4 . Two side boundaries are impermeable and insulting. b. The mesh structure details of the region within and near the fault. 
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